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IITTINDUCTION
iAfhile each state is self determining in its
education program, there is much in common among
them. From time to time, committees of national
scope have worked over the field of secondary ed-
ucation. Their personnel and their findings have
had nationwide effects*
This study is made as one of those suggested
by the Office of Education, United States of
America, to oring together the work of the Na-
tional Education Association Committees on Secon-
dary Education in the United States, and show
what general progress has resulted.
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BUIUF HISTORY Q_F TH^ N .'£101': \L KJIJC '.TIC' S30CI TION
In August of the year 1857, a handful of men met in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to organize a National Teachers'
Association, Previous to this time, the movement had be-
gun in New York and Massachusetts. A call was issued and
widely circulated in 1856 inviting "All practical teachers
in the northern, southern, eastern, and western parts of the
United States, who were willing to unit in a general effort
to promote the general welfare of our country by concentrat-
ing the wisdom and power of numerous minds and by distribut-
ing among all, the accumulated experiences of all who are
ready to devote their energies and their means to advance
dignity, respectability, and usefulness of their calling".
Thus, at the August meeting held at Philadelphia, a
constitution was adopted and drafted and officers wore elec-
ted the following year. A feature of Interest to mention at
this point that was implied in the constitution was the
government of the association by a board of directors elec-
ted at an annual meeting. The board was to consist of a
president, a secretary, a treasurer, twelve vice-presidents,
and one counselor from each state, district, or territory.
The practice was developed of appointing a nominating
committee which was to be made up of one member from each
state represented.
One general principle was fundamental in the usefulness
of the meetings of the newly formed organization. The indi-
vidual, strong in some points and weak in others, found com»
pleraentiry strength in the experience of his fellow teachers,
strong where he mi weak and weak where he was strong. This
very principle prevails in the spiritual world which affords
every man, woman, and child tho golden oov ortur.ity of proflt-
aole participation in the experience of another. This prln-
c' )le describes, specifically, the funetlon of the Teachers 1
Associations and generally, the function of education in its
entirety, What is education but the reinforcement of the in-
dividual by the experience of the family, community, n tlon,
and race. In this light, education could be defined as the
elevation of the individual into participation in the life of
the species.
This principle of education, the very principle that
makes possible what we value as civilization In contrast to
savage life, is appealed to Ml an explanation and Justifi-
cation of the exlstenoe of the National Eduoatlon Association,
"Concentrate the wisdom and power of numerous minds t
Distribute to each the accumulated experience of all."
t the present time the national Education Assoclitlon
is composed of nine depn rtman ts
:
Department of School Superintendents
Department of Noimal Schools
Deportment of Elementary Schools
Department of Kindergarten Instruction
Department of oeondary Education
Department of Higher Education
Department of Industrial Eduoatlon
Department of Art Education
Department of Music
National Council of Education
The National Council of Education la composed of sixty
members, ten of whom are chosen annually from members of
the Association. The Council comprises twelve standing
committees of five members each, who carefully consider
assigned topics.
Any person who is in any way connected with the work
of education is eligible for membership by paying a small
yearly fee<>
The Association Is and has been the bodyguard of public
school instruction In the United States*
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In the year 1892, it was agreed upon by all members of
the national Education association that the most defective
part of the educational system In the United states lay in
the secondary school program. The wide divergence, coupled
with the difference of opinion regarding what constitutes a
secondary education program, worked Injury not only to the
elementary school system by setting up uncertain standards
of admission but through a want of proper requirements for
graduation prevented In numerous cases, the continuance of the
education of the yough In colleges and universities. The con-
flict of opinion on what should constitute a secondary school
program necessitated the formation of a committee to end the
conflict regarding secondary education and to establish a
better understanding of Just what a student should study In
order to gain most frem his secondary education*
Thus, the first committee to Investigate this problem
was formed by the National Education association in the year
1892* From this year on, this organization has appointed a
chain of committees to investigate educational problems ex-
isting in the United States and set up recommendations which
wuld solve or aid In the solution of existing problems. It
Is interesting to note, in many oases, that each report grows
out of some preceding committee report, in which a problem
has arisen. The association feels that this problem should
be dealt with alone and consequently appoints a special
comalttoe to Investigate and r9contend.
These reports carry tremendous weight as the investi-
gators and foriaulators are well-known educators who ure well
versed In the subject they explore. Investigation Is not
limited to one portion of the country and thus recommenda-
tions cover the whole educational area of the country. This
is accomplished by requesting educational representatives
from all parts of the United States to serve and unite In
a general effort to surest solution for the problem set
before them,
Exceptional work, Illustrated In the latter rart of the
thesis, mi been accomplished by theee committee reports,
sorae contributing much, some contributing little, but all
striving to aid in the progress of the educational system
of our country.
Each committee has been guided by the principle set
forth by the national Kdueatlon Association t
"Concentrate the wisdom and power of numerous minds?
Distribute to each the accumulated experience of all."
i££ort of the Committee on Secondary aehool
atuqiea^lgga " ~
The report of the Committee of the National Education
'^eolation on second,ry School studies repreeente ear-
ful etudy of the entire field of secondary education. Re.
presenting the leader m this movement, the report la
ooneldered aa one of the moot valuable documents In the
history of the national Education eeociation Heporte on
Second siry Educa1 1 on •
In July, 1892. thirty delegates, ropreaentatlvea of
leading colleges and secondary aohools In different parte
of the country, met in conference at arntoga. ^a a result
of the dlsoueelon, the conference aent the following speci-
fic recommendations to the National Council of Education!
1. It la expedient to boX> a conference of aecondary
school and college teachers of each principle subject enter-
ing into the secondary education program in the United
itates ftftd into requirement for admission to college. it
is the duty of each conference to consider the proper Halts
of its subjects, the best methods of instruction, the most
deairable allotment of time, and the best methods of test,
ing pupils' attainment a.
2. A committee ahould pa appointed with the authority
to aeleet members for these conferenoea and arrange their
meet lngs.
The National Council accepted the recommendations and
appointed the following educator a to serve on the grand
committee
t
Charles Elllot—President of Harvard College
William Harris—Commissioner of Education, Washington,
James B. ^ngel—President of University of Michigan
*
John Teltow—Headmaster of Girls 1 Latin School, Boston,
Mass *Oscar Hobinson—Principal of abany High School, F.Y.
Janes Taylor—President of Vassar College, ^oughkoepsle,
N Y
James Baker—President of University of Colorado,
r,, ^ M Boulder,Colo.Richard Jesse—President of University of Missouri,
„.
.
Columbia, Mo.
James Mackenzie—Headmaster of Lawrenoevllle High School,
_ .
New Jersey
Henry King—Professor at oberlln College, fMo
This committee of ten met at Columbia College, New York,
on November 10, 1892, to organise conferences on the follow-
ing subjects
i
Creek Mathematics
Latin Physics, Chemistry, Astronomy
English Natural History
Modern Languages History, Civil Government,
Geography Political Economy
The committees were nine In number and included ten represent
tatIves on each separate subject, all great authorities in
their respective work* It is interesting to note that of
these ninety educators, forty-seven of them were in the ser-
vice of colleges or universities, forty-two In the service
of public schools, and one government official, formerly in
university service. Each committee sat for a period of three
days. It rave social consider at ion to the following questions
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I« In what part of the school program from the ages six
to eighteen, inclusive of elementary and seoondary education,
should the subject of discussion bo Introduced?
2. How many hours a week for how many years should be
devoted to it?
3» How many hours a week for how many years should be
devoted to It during the !*•» four years of the complete
course In high school?
4. itoat topics may reasonably be covered In the time
allotod?
5. v.hat topics may best bo reserved for high school
program?
6# In what form and to what extent should the subject
enter Into requirements for admission to college?
7, Should the subject be differentia ted for students
entering college, for students entering scientific schools,
for students who are going to neither?
8. t what stage should differentiation begin Is re-
commended?
3. Can any description be given the best method of
teaching this subjeot throu^out the school course?
10. Can any description be given the best mode of test-
ing attainments In this subject at college entrance examin-
ations into a preliminary and find, sop rut ed by a year,
can the beet limit between the preliminary and final exam-
ination be approximately defined?
The diacuasiona of the separate conferences were frank,
earnest and thorough. In moat oases dissenting opinions were
unanimous. It is remarkable to note, when one takes into
conaideration the varied localities, professional experiences,
institutions, and personalities which w ere represented in each
of the conferences, the striking unanimity that was developed.
The reports were completed by October, 1893. The most
difficult taaks were found by the conferences on Physics,
Chemistry, and Astronomy; Natural History; History. Conse-
quently, these four were the longest and most elaborate for
the simple reason that these subjecta were more imperfectly
dealt with than any of the other assigned conference sub-
jects. It was the ardent desire of the representatives of
these four subjects to place their subjects on an equal foot-
ing with Latin, Greek, and Mathematics, They knew full well
that educational tradition was adverse to such an idea as
education advisors felt no confidence in these subjects as
disciplinary material.
* 10 -
Sunaary of Recommendations of Committees
QBNKRAL RRQ 0HtttflTOATI0H3
Earlier Introduction of Subjects
All of the committees desired the elements of their sub-
jects taught earlier. All, except the Conference on Languages,
wished to have given in the elementary school what may be
termed a perajMsotlve view or broader survey of the respective
subject, in the later years of schooling to be taken up with
more amplitude and detail. The Conference on the Languages
desired the subject to be Introduced earlier.
The Committee of Ten Is aware that it is Impossible to
make a satisfactory secondary program limited to four years
and founded on present elementary subjects and methods. In
the opinion of the committee, several subjects, now resorved
for high school curriculum-algebra, geometry, natural soiences,
foreign languages-be Introduced earlier. Thus, the secondary
school should begin tvro years earlier leaving six Instead of
eight years for elesontary education. This marks the begin-
ning of junior high school in our educational system. The
committee also believes that elementary methods and subjects
ere kept in use too long.
Certain objectives were ascertained by the conferences per-
tinent to the earlier introduction of subjects in school nrogram.
The objectives were In the form of critic laws:
- 11 -
1. The high school teacher finds l„ pupiis freah froa
grammar school no foundation of elementary mathematics out-
side of arithmetic, no acquaintance with algebraic language
and little or no accurate knowledge of geometrical forms,
2. On the subjects, botany, zoology, chemistry, and
physics, the minds of the students were blank.
3. When the college professor attempts to teach chemistry,
ohysics, botany, zoology or geography to students from eighteen
to twenty years of age, he discovers that in moat instances
new habits of observing, reflecting and recording must be pain-
fully acquired by the student, habits that should have been
acquired in oarly childhood. This may also be true of present
day conditions.
4. The Conference on History discovered that the students
had devoted little time to historical investigation.
It is obvious and inevitable that the specialists in any
subject pursued in the high schools and colleges should desire
and demand that the minds of the young be stored with elemen-
tary facts and principles pertinent to ttie subject. All mental
habits which an adult student will need should be formed in the
mind of the individual before the age of fourteen.
Time Allotment
The reports of these conferences were especially noteworthy
for their moderation in respect to time allotment. The confer-
- IS -
encee on Latin, Ore* and Mathectics MM completely satisfied
with the amount of ti»o Kiven these Bubject8 lft ^ 80Oonda|T
school program, The Conference on *eo,rr*nhy f
.
u that tee much
time was giv«n to the subject in proportion to the results se.
cured, it is not their decision that more time i8 given the
8Ubj0Ct thaa U ** either more should be accomplished
or lets time taken to attain it. The Conference, on Physics
and istonomy, Chemistry, natural History, and Geography held
a combined session in Chicago, 1895, and passed a resolution
that one-fourth of the whole high school course should be
devoted to Natural Sciences.
The Committee of Ten believe* that to establish just
proportions between several subjects, it is essential that
•aeh be taught thoroughly *d extensively and for an adequate
number of periods per week on the program. In the specifie
recommendations, time allotment is given for each subject.
Simplification of the ^ror.r-im
The conferences gave a great deal of consideration to
the simplification of the secondary school program. Each of
the nine committees wishes its subjects to be introduced into
the elementary school program and all agreed that these dif-
ferent subjects be correlated one with another by program and
actual teaching. If all of the conferences sat together, they
could not have more forcibly expressed the idea that every
13 -
subject reoomraended Tor elementary and secondary schools
should help each other and the teacher of each separate sub-
ject should feel responsible for the advancement of pupils in
all other subjects*
Relationship between Secondary Schools and Colleges
The conferences sot forth general principles of rela-
tionship existing between secondary schools and colleges:
1* Secondary schools of the United states do not exist
for the purpose of preparing boys and girls for colleges.
2* Only about twenty percent (20$) of Graduates of those
schools f.o to colleges and scientific schools.
3. The main function of the secondary school is to prepare
for duties of life that proportion of children who show them-
selves able to profit by an education prolonged to eighteen
years of age.
4* It is desirable that colleges and scientific schools
be accessible to all students completing a high school course*
5* The committees recommends
a* All subjects be made of equal rank for the purpose
of admission to oollege*
e
b* 411 subjects be taught thoroughly to develop powers
of observation, expression, reasoning*
o* Satisfactory completion of any one of the four year
high school courses embodied in the program be ad-
mitted to corresponding courses in colleges and
scientific schools on examination*
Note* It is believed that this olose
articulation would be advantageous
for the schools, colleges, and
the education of the country.
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Neoesalty for Professional ?rcpar at ion of Teachers
A frequent repetition of the idea la found In this report
that In order to Introduce desired changes, more highly trained
teachers are needed* A superintendent may say, "Tho recommen-
dation is sound but it cannot be carried out without a superior
•quad of trained teachers at my command.'* It must be remember-
ed that these Conferences were urged by the Committee of Ten to
advise it as to the best possible treatment of each subject
taught In secondary schools without losing sight of actual
conditions or pushing their recommendations beyond what may
be considered attainable in a moderate amount of years*
For further instruction of teachers in actual service,
the committees recommend three agencies already in existence
which could be utilised to a greater extent*
1* Summer Schools
2* tJnivers lty Attention Courses
3* Superintendent Instruction to a large body of
teachera
-1b-
SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendations that have boon presented in the
preceding p^gea of the report doal with the general Ideas
as eot forth toy the total of the conferences. The recommen-
dation* presented below aro the result of the study of each
conference on its separate subject*
Latin
!• Earlier introduction Into the ourriculuia
2, Translation at sl^ht to form a constant and Increasing
part of eximl nations far admission to college
3« Greater variety of Latin authors
Creeps
1* Cultivation of sight reading
2. Threw yerirs minimum time for study
3. Pre-requisite of Latin
^mqiah
1« Pursued through four yours of high school course
2, Important in admission of student to college
3* Correlation with evory other subject in the currioulum
Mathematics
1, Mapping of fchfl course to begin at the age of six
2, Com'so'ln concrete geometry Introduced into the ele-
mentary school in connection with drawing
3, Systematic algebra to begin at fourteen years of age
4* Teaching must be more conorote In form and more atten-
tion must bo paid to facility and correctness in work
5* Conorote geometry to start t the age of ton, to occupy
one school hour a week, for three years
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6* Correlation of concrete geometry with algebraic signs
and forms, elementary physics
Hote. Here Is an example of interlacing
of subjects which seems so desir-
able to all the nine conferences
•
Physios
.
Chemistry
.
Astronomy
1« Introduction by study of simple natural phenomena
2» Better preparation of teachers by a special list in
science to instr^t in methods of teaching simple
phenomena
$« Bethodc—
a. Direct contact
b» Labratory
o. notebooks
d» Lectures and Demonstrations
e# Texts
4* Time allofced—on© period a day from first day of primary
school thru high school course
Natural History
1* Study of Botany and 7oology-introduced in primary rrades
and steadily pursued not less than two periods a week
through high school
2* Early correlation with Language, Literature, Drawing
3* Later methods-*
a, Labratory notebook - trains child In art of expression
b« Text
4* Necessity for trained teachers
History , Glvll Cover nmont , Political Sconomy
1# Stronp correlation with other subjects, especially English
2» Instmotion on Important iconoGtle topics urged in seoondary
c c • ion
3, Instruction in History be contributory to work in Geo-
graphy- Drawing
4. Civil Government introduced in gramtnar school by means of
oral lessons and in the high school by texts
6, Continuity of course for eight years
6* Time allotment-three periods a week for eight years
- 17
7» Grammar school-apportion its study of history of othsr
countries
a* High school-intensive aethod
8* Methods—
u # Notebooks
b. Reports
c. Texts
C-eo^raptqr
1* Definition—"Physical Environment of Man"
2. Improvement In means of Illustration
Maps, charts, etc*
3. Correlation with English, Drawing, History
4. Study of hysical Geography
a. Envelop all natural sciences
llote. The conference realised that it
is presenting an lde»l course
Which could rot be effective im-
mediately* If the course could
be carried out. It feels sure
that it would be Interesting, in-
forming, developing*
Modern Languages
1. Elective course In German or French be provided In
grammar school
2» Method of facilitating progress of beginners
a* Lift over herd places
b. Frequent reviews
c. Hew texts to stimulate interest and increase vo-
cabulary
3« Necessity Tor special trained teachers
In light of the brief outlines of the recomnendat Iqns of
the nine conferences, we may oondlude that the Joint confer-
ences assent to the following subjects for secondary aonooj.
programs t
1. Languages; Latin, Greek, English, German, trench
2. Mathematics | algebra. Geometry, Trigonometry
3. General History: Special epochs
4. Natural Historyj Physics, Chemistry, stronoay,
Meteorology, Botany, Zoology,
Physiology, Geography, 3:thnology
- 18 -
Hflggl of the Committee on Collarfo Kntr-inoe
There was no educational subject that required serious
attention, demanding a calmer discussion, keener appreciation
of the trend of present civilization than the relationship
existing between secondary and college education* Colleges
were at variance as to what constituted a liberal education
in the closin;- years of the century which began with scarcely
few, if any, differences in educational opinion, while the
secondary aoho la were awaiting, on one hand, the abridgement
and enrichment of the common school ourriculum, and, on the
other, a mere uniform expression of opinion on the part of
the colleges as to their functions*
The college courses should be so adjusted thst every
student, at the end of his secondary education, recognised
as excellent in quality and quantity of his work, may see
the doors of *ny college swung open to him, for the purpose
of deeper research and higher culture along the lines of hie
mental aptitudes* The universal recognition of this oneness
of education would bring about harmonious relations between
the secondary schools and eol1er«s« To develon such harmony,
the Department of Eduoatlon appointed a committee of five to
represent secondary schools and a similiar committee to re-
present colitis and universities, the two to compose a
oonmlttee of conference whose duty it is to report a plan for
19
Thus, In April, 1896, the committee was appointed res-
pectively by the Departmento of Secondary and Higher Educa-
tion to study the Question of oollege entraneo requirements
for the purpose of harmonising relationships between secon-
dary and higher education to the end, that the former may do
their work as schools of the people, and at the same time fur-
nish adequate preparation to pupils for more advanced study
in academic colleges and technical schools.
The committee representing secondary education*
William Carey Jones—Berkeley, California
At P« Nightingale—Chicago, Illinois
Charles H» Thurber
J» Hemsen Bishon
William H # Smiley
The committee representing higher educations
Nicholas Murry Butler—Kew York City
B» A* Hinsdale—Ann Arbor, Michigan
James £« Russell—Boulder, Colorado
Pa'-l Hanas—Cambridge, Massachusetts
An invitation was extended to four associations which
were maintained for the purpose of furthering the interests
of secondary and college education to cooperate with the
national committee in investigation*
Hew England Association Bushnell Hart
John Tetlow
Ray areen Ruling
Middle States and Maryland Association Melvll Dewey
K* H* Griffin
Wilson Parrand
Southern Association W # P. Trent
E* A* Alderman
Northern Association O. B» Gilbert
J. U. Canfield
w, H. Butts
- 20 -
The work of the committee included an investigation of
existing college entrance requirements and a report of ways
and means of securing such uniformity in extent and method
The plan of procedure was: (1896)
1* The committee was to invite the cooperation of the
four associations already mentioned*
8* Req'sircments he considered in the following groups:
3* Special attention was to be given to what should
constitute a year's work in each subject*
4* Efforts should he directed toward the establishment
of more satisfactory college entrance requirements*
\ preliminary report of the committee was read at the
Milwaukee meeting in 1897. The committee members felt that
a close affiliation could be brought about between secondary
schools and colleges by the adoption of a plan consistent
with what second r y schools can do and what colleges must
have* They felt that all omens pointed to success* Re-
quirements for admission are being leveled up, wide options
allowed, and the element of value in preparation is to be
a time element. "Harvard, Cornell, Vassar. Michigan, Stan-
ford are unfurling their banners of freedom*
"
English
Classical Languages
Modern Languages
History
Mathematics
Science
m 21 *
oumraary of the . .9c ornate tylat tona of the Committee
The following rscomraendat lone are submitted as the re-
sults of four years of intensive thought, study and invest!•
cation. They contain the opinions of scores of distinguished
educational leaders* Therefore, they bear tauoh weight and
should meet with the a oroval of at least the better class
of colleges and secondary schools in the American education
system*
Subject I?ecomend a t ions
English
The committee states that the study of English language
and its literature Is inferior In Importance to no other sub-
ject in the school curriculum* It affords training for the
mind and Introduces the pupil to the literature of his own
tongue* always a chief source for his thoughts*
Two elements should be included in a course of study
«
1* Study of English language
2* Cultivation of art of expression
Committee recommends}
1* Two departments—Literature and Composition
a* Pursued side by side
b* Sne supplement and strengthen the other
2* Time allotment
a* Four periods per week for four years
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3. Value
a. Serve as one unit for admission to college
History Civlos Economies
1* Principle of consideration for history
a* Provision should be made for elasticity in this
subject so that the schools may fit for college
and adapt themselves to local environmental needs.
b. A series of interchangeable units should be set
forth of the same apparent value which would meet
with acceptance everywhere, thus, one unit of his-
tory taught in one place should equal one unit
taught In another, even though the subject matter
varies* Such an arrangement will tend to make
the curriculum more flexible and at the same time
preserve all legitimate claims growing out of
differences in environment.
2* Values
a, Economics—one year to serve as one unit for ad-
mission to college
b* History and Civil Government— one year to serve
aa one unit for admiaailoaa to college
Mathem itlos
1. Suggestions for su'bjeot arrangement!
a. Grades 7-12 A forty-five minute period
7th grade—Concrete geometry and Introductory
algebra 4 periods
8th grade—Introductory demonstrative geometry
and algebra 4 periods
9-10th grade-Algebra and plane geometry
4 periods
11th grade-Solid Geometry and plane trigono-
metry 4 periods
12th grade- advanced algofcra and mathematical
reviews 4 periods
2, Value
a. The following courses oo- nt toward a satisfying
requirement for admission to collar©:
Elementary Algebra
\dvanced Algebra
Plane Geometry
Solid Geometry
ih unite
t unit
1 unit
h unit
Seleneee
! Arrangement of courses In natural and phyai
aeienceaj
Physical Goor.raph.v
Place—first year of high school
Value—one unit for admission to college
Time——four periods a week for one year
Place—second year of high school
Value—one unit for admission to college
Time—four periods a week for one year
Division
»
one-half year of Botany or one year in
one-half year of Zoology either
?hysica
Place—third ye ir of high school
Value—one unit for admission to college
Time—four periods a week for one year
Chemistry
Place—fourth year of high school
Value—one unit for admission to college
Time—four periods a week for one year
H -
Resolutions
The following resolutions adopted by the committee which
guided its work may bo considered as the first principles in
adjustment between secondary and higher education. These re-
solutions are stated below with a brief explanation in each
case*
1* "The principle of election be recognised in secondary
schools" - The student must no longer be limited to a alngle
group of prescribed subjects alone securing admlaalon to college.
Free and unrestricted election is not suggested but election
after careful consideration by pupils, teachers, and parents,
2* "Requirements for admission to technical schools be as
extended and thorough as for colleges" • If a student were
allowed to enter technical schools at lower requirements than
colleges, too many students would leave high school before
graduation,
3, "Teachers in secondary schools be college graduates
or have the equivalent of a college education" * In many de-
partments in high schools, work is being done ao advanced as
the first year of college. The policy of recruiting high
school teachers from college graduates would elevate the high
school to a dignified position*
4, *A unified six year high school course of study be-
ginning with the seventh grade be Introduced" - I six year
elementary school and a six year high school would form sym-
metrical unite. The transition of the child from the elemen-
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tary grades to the secondary period may be made easily and
naturally, changing from one teacher regime to a system of
special teachers, avoiding the shock felt by entering high
school* The Inspiration afforded toy a well-equipped high
school would do much to retain desirable students In high
school, thus raising the educational standard of American
citlssonshtp.
5« "Colleges select only those subjects they deem wise
and appropriate for their admission requirements as the secon-
dary schools are unable to pursue all subjects'* - o medium
else school can include all subjects: Every secondary sohool,
worthy of the noma, should offer;
two years—Foreign Languages
two years—Mathematics
one or two years—Sciences
English
Colleges should be explicit in regard to constants and eleotives.
6« "Certain number of constants be required in all secon-
dary schools and in all requirements for admission to colleges"-
The committee reeossaend* that a number of constants be recog-
nised In the following proportions
»
four units—Foreign Languages
two units—Mathematics
two units—English
one unit—History
one unit—Science
The committee would have constants suggestive not unalterable.
7» "Colleges aid secondary schools by allowing credit
toward a degree for work in secondary sohool done beyond the
amount required for entrance, when equality in amount and
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thoroughness parallels the work done In college in that sub-
ject"
-
If by a chance a pupil should graduate with conditions
or lack of full units, due to ill health or to change of school,
the ohlld may remain in school another year to make up the sub-
ject lost. If he discovers that carrying extra subjects to
fill his program may not be counted for college credit, he may
carry an easy program and fall into indolent habits, if the
additional subjects are accepted, the incentive for staying in
school an additional year is strong.
8. "For the student who meets a definite requirement for
science and who continues the subject in college, a program
of suitable sequel to the course is desirable" - Such advanced
students should in no way be placed in the same class with be-
ginners.
9. "Recognition of the admissibility of a second year
in advanoed work in a same subject instead of in a related
subject"
- Example: two years in Botany, instead of one year
in Botany and one year in Chemistry. One teacher can instruct
more thoroughly in one subject than in several subjects.
10. "Recommended that any piece of work comprehended within
the studies included in this report that has covered at least
one year of four periods per week in a well-equipped secondary
school under competent supervision be considered of worth to
count twward admission to college."
11. "Increase in school day in secondary schools to permit
a large amount of study under supervision desirable" - A. large
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majority of pupils attending secondary school are of the
middle and poorer ©lassos. They have a poor place to work.
In largo cities and towns, the sehool building offers batter
facilities for study.
It is the fundamental problem of this committee to for-
mulate courses of study in each of the separate subject of
the curriculum which shall be substantially equal in value,
both in quantity and quality of work done*
fhe committee does not expect that all colleges make
the same entrance requirements nor that all high schools have
the same program of studies. It does desire that colleges
will state their requirements in terras of national units or
norms and that the high schools build up their program out
of the units furnished.
The oommittee refrains from entering upon the task of
constructing ourrioulums to be Imposed for the sake of uni-
formity, upon the schools of the country. Such uniformity
is unnecessary but uniformity in courses of study which shall
lead to the establishment of national units does seem to be
of most importance.
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2*22£* of the Committee of Seventeen on ProfessionalPreparation or High School TeacKers-riOT
It has been obvious throughout the two preceding reports
submitted that one fact alone stood out as a criticism of the
secondary school organization, namely, the secondary school
Instructions are not sufficiently trained to carry out the
proposed curriculum to Its fullest extent. In the latter re-
commendations of ttie report of the committee on Secondary
School Studies, the committee members proposed the utiliza-
tion of certain agencies already in existence for the training
of teachers.
Due to the strenuous criticism of the reports of 1892
and 1899, the Secondary Department of Education, at a meet-
ing at Aabury Park, submitted to the idea of appointing a
committee to consider the subject of securing proper nro-
fessional preparation for high school teachers. In recog-
nition of the proposed resolution, Dr. W. Lyttle, New York
Inspector of Schools, then president of the Secondary De-
partment, appointed the following committee of seventeen?
Reuben Post Halleck—princ ipal, Boys » High School, Louis-
ville, Kentucky
H • M# Barrett—principal of high school—Pueblo, Colorado
Frederick E. Bolton—profesaor of education, State Univer-
sity of Iowa
Stratton D. Brooks—su per Intendent of schools, Boston,
Massachusetts
J. Stanley Brown—superintendent of Jollet, Illinois,
Township High School
Edward F. Buchner- -professor-philosophy and education,
University of Alabama
John W. Uook--president , Northern Illinois State Normal
School
E. P. Cubberly—professor of education, Leland Stanford Jr.
University
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Charles DeGarmo—professor of science and art of education,
Edwin G. Dexter—professor of education°°Univer3lty
9
of
U7
~ n „ m IllinoisPaul H. Hanus— professor of education, Harvard UniversityE. 0. Holland—junior professor of education, University
n tr t j j, of Indiana
°v Ju°?— f^o'oaaor of psychology, Yale University
John R. Kirk— president, Missouri State Normal SchoolGeorge W. A. Juckey— professor of education, University
„ w of> NebraskaGeorge H. Martin—secretary, Massachusetts Board of
Education
M. V. 0»Shea—orofossor of science and art of education,
University of Wisconsin
Because the subject was scraewhat new, it seemed wise to
have a comparatively large committee, representing all parts
of the United States, who were authorities on the subject
for investigation. All of tho committee members have at some
time served as high school teachers. Seven of the professors
have taught in secondary schools and are experts in this field.
In addition, they have added advantages of connection with
universities of education. Several of the other members, In
addition to the two connected at present with normal schools,
were formerly high school and normal school teachers.
Reuben Halle ck, chairman of the committee, requested
every member of the committee to prepare a paper on some phase
of the subject. All of the members complied with the request
and thus the report is a compilation of the various ideas set
forth by these seventeen educators.
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"There wae an Elizabethan stage, whloh could permit
Shakespeare's plays, because mora than a century previous,
certain towns had rules like this to determine who should
act in the miracle play*
All such as they shall find sufficient in person
and cunning, to honor the City and worship of the
said Grafts, for to admit and allow the able; and
all other sufficient persons, either in voice or
person, to discharge, ammove, and uvoide."
The twentieth century must follow the example set forth
by this ancient tradition and "amr<x>ve and avoide" all tea-
chers who are unable to olay the rdte of teaching successfully.
Every year, many persons are desirous of obtaining positions
in high schools whom any professional individual or profession-
al school could not fashion into a successful high school
instructor. It would be a great act of kindness to weed out
such possibilities* "There would be joy among untold ado-
lescents, if schools of education would act as a sort of t.
Peter, to bar the gate against all the manifestly unfit who
think they have a »call» or who propose to break in uncalled."
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Summary; of the Hecommendat ions of the Committee
The Committee of Seventeen conclusively agree that the
following polnta should be given consideration in prepar-
ing high school teachers for a successful career:
1. No matter in what field the high school teacher ex-
pects to teach, he must know the groundwork of psychology,
and its educational applications. Skepticism has been
shown in certain quarters about the utility of this subject
in teaching but common sense alone tella us that psychology
is of value to any teacher. The gateway to teaching pupils
is by means of the nervous mechanism. The teacher should
possess a working knowledge of this mechanism, physiologi-
cally and psychologically. Thus, the high school teacher
would be better equipped to perform one of his most impor-
tant functions, teaching the high school student how to
study. He would be better equipped to a poly correct dis-
ciplinary measures when necessary. He would be sympathe-
tic and tolerant vfam the occasion demanded, and strict and
persevering whan such application was necessary.
2. A high school teacher should make a thorough study
of apperception to furnish a philosophical reason why he
should not be a narrow specialist but an individual of broad
culture. His education must be so broad that he can deter-
mine the educational values of different studies and "know
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what instruments to employ in order to introduce richness
and harmony in the education orchestra." He needs to be
responsive to all influences which afford a variety to life
and quicken the imagination. "One cannot send the whole
child to school unless the whole teacher has gone to school."
The teacher must realize that she is dealing with the future
citizens of the democracy and she must furnish in each
student an incentive to uphold the ideals already established
in the direction of progress.
3. The high school teacher must gain an appreciation of
the difference between a knowledge of subject matter and the
recasting of it to fit the oupils* nlnds. "Knowledge is know-
ledge", says I university orofessorj "all that is necessary is
to give the high school teacher plenty of it and his pupils
will get it." But has this idea been proven a truth? Such
a question would be childish if it were not for the fact that
educators, today, are saying that knowledge is the prime essen-
tial and other things will naturally take care of themselves.
4. Of course, the primary essential in training a teacher
Is to furnish him with ample knowledge of the subject he is to
teach. If he is to instruct in French, it would be better for
him to study It four years in high school and four years in
college, but along with this knowledge, he should be made to
see how French could subordinate or strengthen other subjects
taught in hl#i schools.
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5. Every high school teacher should hwa a definite
course in recasting his subject to fit the pupil. The
teacher must reshape the subject in terms of the pupil,
otherwise the student becomes perplexed, discouraged, and
often leaves school* Two practical ways may be used in
carrying out this Ideas
a* The pupil's point of view is adoDted
by the professor. Under these con-
ditions, the candidate is required
to rr spent the subject matter*
b. ctu-.l practice in a secondary school
maintained by the university, in schools
of the city where the university Is sit-
uated or in distant high schools, is
extremely valuable.
6« Every high school teacher should be encouraged to
spend one year, at least, for graduate study, at some univer-
sity engaged in the professional preparation of teachers.
7. Every high school teacher should have, as a part of
training, a good course in library instruction. The teacher
should learn the points of view of various types of adoles-
cents and be prepared to suggest books interesting to them
in all fields. Kvery decade sees the hours of labor short-
ened
. What will the adolescent do with his leisure time? ill
he be attracted to a degrading activity or will his activity
lead him into a fruitful channel? Thus, the teacher, who has
ra.de a speolal study of reading, can do much to implant in the
adolescent a love for it.
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8. Professional training should equip the teacher with
the beat methods of character building, to establish the
student on a firm moral basis. The instructor should be
taught how to select noble ideals and ideas from history,
literature, etc. for life around him* He should discover
the individual likes, capacities and enlist them in the
right direction. The child should emerge from the high
school with high ethical Ideals,
9, A high school teacher should have a knowledge of
the school administration. He should be able to orient
the work of the entire school and have a clear idea of what
a well rounded secondary school should accomplish,
10* A brief knowledge of the history of education and
the history of the development of the secondary education
system is desirable and necessary. It would give the teacher,
through knowledge and appreciation of the present in light of
the past, a breadth of view and grasp of work as a whole.
The committee members agree that all teachers during
their professional preparation need to secure by instruction
and experience a working knowledge of childhood and adolescence,
need to acquire in teaching, the habit of basing daily instruc-
tion on the learner*s mental content and attitude, need to
discover by experiment what his talents are and in this view
carry out whut he is destined to do beat.
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Report of the Committee on the Place of Industries
in y o^rion--l9l0 1 "~ «"•----—
At a meeting of the national Education Association in
July, 1907, a resolution was read before the Board ©f Direc-
tor* by Mr. Prank Leavitt, president of the Manual
-Training
Department*
"Whereas , The accumulative work of the department dur-
ing the last two yeirs eeeking a more rational statement
of courses of manual train tag, soems now to Indicate a ne-
cessity for some definite work by a special committee.
Be it there roaolved, That the manual-training depart-
ment of the national Education Association recommend the
appointment of a committee for the purpose of collecting
data of the manual-training work done throughout this coun-
try, that suggestive courses adaptable to various conditions
found therein, may be formulated by them."
To carry out the request, a committee was organised
at the meeting of the Department of Superintendence at
Washington, February, 1908, with the following membership:
Jesse D. Burks, Director, Bureau of Municipal Research,
Pennsylvania
Charles Richards, Director, Cooper Union, New York City
Bdgar 3. Barney, Principal, Hebrew School, lew York City
Howard D. Brundage, Teachers College, Columbia tin Ivors lty,
"ew York City
Tharleton B, nibson, Superintendent of Schools, Columbus,
Georgia
Charles H# TCayes, Supervisor of Schools, Hartford,
Connecticut
Elisabeth Langley, School of Education, Tlniverslty of
Chicago
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Prank M. Leavitt, Director of Manual Training, Boa ton,
Massachusetts
George A. Merrill, Principal, California school of
Mechanical irts, San Prancisco, Calif.
Charles H. Morse, Secretary, Commission on Industrial
Education, Massachusetts
Charles F. Warner, Principal, Technical nigh school,
Springfield, Massachusetts
A report of progress was made by the committee in July,
1908, and the Board of Directors authorized the increase in
number of the committee. For the investigation of industrial
and technical education in secondary education, with which I
am primarily interested, the fbllowing educators were added
to the committee:
Charles Keyes William Eladn
Arthur Dean Charles Warner
George Merrill
In the field of secondary education, there exists a
great discrepancy between the theory and the reality. In the
report of the Comissioner of Education, one hundred and fifty
schools are classified as manual training and industrial
schools. It has been discovered, through investigation, that
only one-half of the number give attention to manual training
and thirty of the seventy-five are public high schools devot-
ing from five to nine hours a week to manual instruction. The
committee wished to see the number of hours In manual training
increased or separate schools established, specifically for
the purpose of industrial education. Industry, as a control-
ling factory in social progress, has for education a fundamental
and permanent significance. The social aim of education and
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the psychological needs of childhood require that industrial
activities form an important part of school activities, es-
pecially during the secondary period, the time of unrest,
•motional unstaoillty and storm and stress which character-
ises the commencement of adolescence* To avoid problems
which arise from this state, constructive and individual
reasoning should begin* This period should afford an ade-
quate basis of experience for choice of a speciality and
considerable guidance should be given in the process of
selection*
Plan of Work
The committee, especially those members considering
the olace of industries in secondary schools, made a special
study of industrial and technical education in secondary
schools. In making this extensive study, they concluded to
investigate:
1, Necessity and requirements for secondary and tech-
nical schools
2. Existing methods of instruction and careers of
graduates in schools in this field
3, Opinions as to the extent to which teohnical
courses and academic work of schools be made more
directly vocational and whether this vocational
work could be best done in existing schools or
sepa rate ones
4. The needs of girls as well as boys
5* Demands for evening schools
The committee found it necessary from the outset to
formulate definitions of the three types of Industrial
schools: Manual Training High School—A school of secondary
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grade in which the handiwork ia minor to the academic work,
the greater port of the work being similar to that done in
an ordinary high school, neither manual or academic work
directed toward a vocational service*
Secondary Technical school or a Technical High School
prepares pupils primarily for industrial leadership. in-
struction includes important manual operations, principles
of science and mathematics.
Trade School prepares students for entrance to skilled
mechanical trades. It deals with pupils during a brief
course and allowa for earlier preparation for practice work
than the technical high school.
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Conclusions made frooi th© Survey of the Committee
on the Plaoe of Industries InTducatlon
Prom the survey of the committee, the following conclu-
sions were made:
1. It Is apparent that all of the existing Industrial
and technical high schools, now operating In the United
States, should be classified as manual training high schools.
2. From evidence, these manual training high schools
are giving a useful and important service,
3. It is clear from analysis that these manual training
high schools do not in any degree cover the field or accom-
plish the purpose of either the secondary technical high
school or the trade school.
4. There are many children who should be directed, by
school Influence, toward industrial life and prepared for
efficient service in it.
5. The technical high school should have for its main
objective the preparation of pupils for efficiency in a
large group of important positions in industrial life. They
should aim to oultivate industrial intelligence and qualities
essential for efficient industrial leadership.
It is clear that boys entering mechanical trades leave
public school before graduation from the elementary school.
The beginning of trade education should be had in schools
that will draw their pupils largely from a class of boys
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who have not graduated from the elementary school. Their
courses of study should be intensively vocational,
7. There is an urgent need for evening trade and tech-
nical classes for bettering the opportunities of men and
women already employed during the day. The committee be-
lieves the best service that could be rendered by schools
having laboratory and shop equipment is to extend it for
such use for evening classes.
8* The main ideas are applicable to girls as well as
boys.
The committee sent letters to supervisors of technical
schools inquiring the spirit and purpose of their schools
in order to formulate a more definite plan for future ex-
tension of industrial work in our secondary schools. The
majority of supervisors agreed on three points:
1. Technical schools should not prepare for college.
2. The academic work and the manual work should be
closely correlated.
3. The secondary technical schools should prepare a
student for an Industrial life.
Through investigation, the committee concluded that
many of the so called technical high schools are not truly
technical in character. They are not carrying out the re-
quirements of a technical high school.
Since there was an urgent call for evening trade in-
struction, the committee studied this problem. It found
that evening Instruction was necessary to the youth who
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was already engaged In day time vocations. The Technical
High School in Springfield now offers courses following
this sugcestlon. Thus, Springfield was the pioneer in
this movement, Harfiford, New York City, Cambridge, and
Providence also followed the suggestion and provided sirai-
liar classes*
Some thought was given to Industrial education courses
for girls. The aim of a course cf this type for girls is
of a two-fold nature:
1, Enable girls, by home making training, to enter
homes of their own, abj.y prepared to assume their
duties intelligently- to result in the perpetua-
tion of the highest type of home,
2, Train girls for work In distinctly feminine occupa-
tions.
In Boston, a Girls » High School of Practical Arts was estab-
lished. The first year included a general course. The
choice of industrial career was made during the second year
and training is pursued along that line for two years. The
academic and shop work is thoroughly correlated.
The Cleveland High School established a department of indus-
trial and art training. The subject matter is mostly centered
on domestic sciences.
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Report of tho Comittoo on the Economy
oF"Tlii3Tn ' .id-c tion^^T9l5
The organization of the Comnlttee on the Economy of
Time in Education was prorated by a problem that long dis-
turbed educators. The period of education as a whole is too
long. How may it be shortened without injury to the educands?
The National Education Association, in 1908, appointed a
committee to undertake investigation and solve the disturb-
ing problem. In response to the appointments,
James H. Baker, President, University of Colorado
James Van Sickle, Superintendent, Springfield, Mass-
achusetts
William Smiley, Superintendent, Denver, Colorado
Henry Suzzallo, Professor of Philosophy, Columbia
University
Albion Small, professor of Sociology, Chicago Univer-
sity
immediately took the responsibility uoon their shoulders and
started investigation.
Plan of -York
The Committee of investigation assumed this form: Their
special problem was, the length of the colle ,e course and its
relation to the university proper. They discovered that in
order to solve this problem, a comprehensive study of the whole
field of education must be oarried out to discover the waste in
the elementary education system, the place seoondary schools
should occupy, and the relation of educational aims to the civic
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needs and the ldeala of oir civilization. If the period of
education is too long, could not economy in subjects and
methods save approximately two years in the entire period
of education? By putting stress on greater efficiency in
earlier periods, could not the college course end nominally
at twenty years of age Instead of twenty-two?
The investigation was divided into phases among the
committee members • It was agreed upon that Chairman Baker
investigate the college and its relation to the university
and the secondary school} Superintendent Van Sickle, the
elementary program; Superintendent Smiley, the secondary
program} Professor Suzzallo, the educational principles in-
volved in the inquiry; and Professor Small, the sociological
point of view involved.
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Conol
-a lono made by the Committee
All of the committee members agree that the graduate and
professional studies should begin at the age of twenty. They
formulated after some Invostig tion a provisional time
schedule
i
Elementary Education 6-12 years
Secondary Education 12-18 years
College 18-20 years
16-20 years
University 20-24 years
Individual Conclusions
Professor Suzaalo F.duoat lonal Principles Involved
Professor Bussalo felt that the nerlod of general educa-
tion should be shortened for the graduate sohool work to fall
within the period of greatest energy. The standards of cul-
ture must be modernised to make our f eneral education effec-
tive. The school system fulfills such a need by the division
of education Into three units; elementary, secondary, and
higher. There Is little functional differences between the
three. Collegiate education intensifies and expands the
culture of the secondary sohool while the secondary sohool
enlarges the liberal training riven in the elementary unit.
For economy, the subject matter should be made a means and
not an end.
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lbion Small Sociological Point of View
Education must be In harmony with Its environment but
It must develop original power to change that environment
and to cope with whatever problems of efficiency and ethi-
cal conditions a given period may oresent.
It seams evident that earlier specialization beginning
at twenty years of age would promote industrial and scien-
tific interests and thu3 result in knowledge of many govern-
mental and sociological problems. By shortening the two
additional years of active life and greater power, enthu-
siasm of the earlier age would be a great economic advantage.
Professor Small attacked his problem by sending circu-
lar letters, wi th twelve questions and the provisional time
scheme proposed by the committee, to one-hundred sociolo-
gists. On one Important question—What is your view on the
time scheme--the majority approved of it heartily.
Superintendent Van Siokle Elementary School
Mr, Van Siokle concluded that there waa a waste of time
In elementary sohool and that the elementary period should ex-
tend from six to twelve years. He stated that the saving of
time could be made in the following manner:
1. Exercise of the principle of selection
a. Choice of most important topics and subjects
b. Period confined to mastering the tools of
education
c. Accomplish a maximum of training with a minimum
of material
2, Inclusion of the last two years of elementary
school in the period of secondary education
a. Subjects: algebra, geometry (constructive)
elementary science, history
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Superintendent Smiley High School
The desired high school period is to fall In between the
ages twelve to eighteen or twelve to sixteen and the college
period between eighteen to twenty or sixteen to twenty. This
proposition will adjust itself in the follovring way:
1. The high school student begins high school work
at a proper time and continues it up to the re-
cognized age for college admission or the be-
ginning of life* (12-18)
2. It provides for a large number who will enter voca-
tions. (12-16)
3. It provides for the contingency that the college course
in the reorganized scheme will end with the sopho-
more year and two other years may be spent in higher
institutions. Thus the independent colleges may
formulate a four year course admitting from high
school at the age of sixteen. (16-20)
to the economy of time in high school, Mr. Smiley
recommended the adoption of the principle of selection, as
illustrated in the elementary school recommendations, the
simplification of the course of study, and the vitalization
of subjects by relation to modern life. He emphasized the
importance of moral training and preparation for worthy
citizenship,
James Baker College
Chairman Baker recommended that the graduate school
and the last two years of college should be shaken together
and reorganized into one division of education, namely a real
university, preparation for which should end at twenty years.
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The committee recommended that the National Association
of State Universities and the National Department of Superin-
tendence be urged to continue work on the problem, as they
feel it yet hasn*t been solved after their thorough investi-
gation. Upon them, according to the committee, rests the
responsibility of the final solution.
The greatest accomplishment of the committee, I believe,
is the excellently worked out time scheme:
Elementary Education
Secondary Education
College
University
18-20 or 16-20 years
20-24 years
6-12 years
12-18 years
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l£2i £££ Raor-anlzati.n of secondary Vacation
One of the greatest commissions ever appointed by the
National Sduoation Association Is the Commission on the
Reorganization of Secondary Mucation in the United States
in 1912 • Its conclusions and recommendation 3 are of ouch
value to the secondary sehoul as the majority of its com-
mittee ©embers are the greatest authorities in the fl. eld
of secondary education that could be found in the United
States*
tfhy was a program of reorganisation necessary? What
could possibly hinder the progress of secondary school
education? What role doe3 society play in the drama of
secondary education? Answers to questions of this type
illustrate vividly why the national Education Association
felt a need for a reorganization program of secondary
school education in the United States*
Secondary education should be determined by the
needs of society to be serve 1 , the character of indivi-
duals to be educated and the knowledge of educative theory
and practice to be available* These three factors* how-
ever, are not by any means static* Society is constantly
undergoing the process of change* The character of the
secondary school population undergoes modification*
Sciences, upon which the educational theory and practice
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adjustment when the time arises leads to a necessity for
extensive reorganization at irregular intervals. Reor-
ganization at this time is due to several variations.
There are changes in society that affect the indivi-
dual* As a citizen, he copes with community, state,
national and international problems. As a worker, he must
adjust himself to more complex an economic system and as
an individual, an independent personality, his problem
centers on the worthy use of leisure time. These three
problems call for a high degree of intelligence and under-
standing, which cannot be secured through elementary and
secondary education alone, unless the scope is broadened.
The responsibility of the secondary school is still
further increased because many social agencies afford less
stimulus for education. In vocations, we see the substi-
tution of the factory system for the domestic system, the
use of machinery in place of manual labor and the high
specialization of progesses with division of labor. In
the home life of the individual, the occasional withdrawal
of the mother from the home to the factory, and the in-
creased urbanization, increases the task of the school-
Changes in secondary school population require an
Investigation into the problem of reorganization. It is
evident from these statistics that the number of school
pupils |* decreasing: 1899-1900 1-120 of school populati
1399-1900 1-121 to
1909-1910 1—89
1914-1915 1—73
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The character of this secondary school population is
modified to a large extent due to the entrance of a large
number of pupils of widely varying capacities, aptitudes,
and destines in life. The broadening of the scope of the
secondary education program has brought to school many
students who do not complete the full course but leave at
various stages. These pupils cannot be neglected. The
following statistics illustrate this sad state of affair.
These facts can no loiager be safely ignored.
1/3 of pupils entering firat year of elementary school
reach the four year high school
1 in 9 graduates
1/2 to 2/3 of pupils entering the seventh school year
reach the four year high school
Four year high school candidates:
1/3 leave before the begin.;!ng of the second year
1/2 ar© gone before the beginning of the third year
1/3 or less graduate
Changes in educational theory necessitate secondary
school reorganisation. Mucational psychology emphasizes
that the student varies in capacities and aptitudes. The
subject matter should be re-examined and re-interpreted in
terms of the child. It also emphasizes that at certain
stages, there are psychological changes that are so pro-
nounced that they completely overshadow continuity of de-
velopment. On this basis secondary education has been
sharply separated from elementary education. Ctor modern
psychology, however, holds that the development of the child
is in most respects a continuous process. Any sudden or
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All of these changes which have been states call for
extensive modification of secondary education programs.
It is the desire of the National Education Association
that the Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary
Education will formulate a comprehensive program of re-
organization. It is hoped that it will be adopted, with
suitable adjustments, in all the secondary schools in the
Nation. This is the tremendous task assumed by the
Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Education.
The commission consists of ten member at large:
Clarence D. Kingsley, State High School Inspector,
Boston, Mass.
Hon. P. P. Claxton, United States Commissioner of
Education, Washington, D. C.
Thomas H. Briggs, Associate Professor of Education,
Teachers College, Columbia Univer-
sity, New York City
Alexander Inglis, Assistant Professor of Education
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
Henry Neumann, Ethical Culture School, New York City
William Orr, Senior Secretary, International Y.M.C.A.
Committee, New York City
William B. Owen, Principal, Chicago Normal College, 111.
Edward 0. Sissen, President, University of Montana,
Missoula, Montana
Joseph S. Stewart, Prof essor, University Georgia, Athens,
Milo H. Stuart, Principal, Technical High School, Indiana-
polls, Indiana
H. 1. Terry, state High School Inspector, Madison, Wis.
The rest of the commission is composed of chairmen of
the committees appointed by the commission.
* Chairman of the commission
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Committees on Secondary 3ohool Subjects
The Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Ed-
ucation in the United States appointed, in accordance with
the reorganization program, a number of committees to in-
vestigate some of the important subjects in the secondary
school curriculum and to recommend suggestions or changes
which will aid in the Improvement and progress of secon-
dary education in this country.
I will discuss the reports on what I consider four
important subjects in secondary education:
Report of the Committee on Social Studios-1916
Report of the Committee on Physical Educatlon-1917
Reoort of the Committee on Sclence-1920
Report of the Committee on Mathematics-1920
Three other committees were appointed by the reorganlza
tlon commission which will be included in the latter part of
the thesis
j
Reporf of the Committee on Vocational Guidance-1918
Report of the Committee on the Cardinal
Prin ciples-1918
Report of the Committee on Charactor i:ducatlon-1927
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?.ePQrt
, 2L the Commit toe on Social Studies-1916
Point of view
The Committee on Social studies believes that high-
school teachers have the best opportunity ever afforded
any social group to improve the citizenship of the land.
This assumption is based on the fact that the million and
a third high school students is perhaps the largest number
of persona in the world who can be directed into system-
atic effort to acquire this spirit. Thus, good citizen-
ship should be the aim of the social studies program in
secondary education.
General C one ulsions
Effective social training depends upon its organic
continuity with the work of the elementary school in the
same field. Thus, social studies should be introduced early
in elementary school and continued up through the secondary
period.
The committee submits the following general plan of
social studies as proposed for the years from seven to twelve:
Junior Cycle (7-12) Senior Cycle (10-12)
Geography European history
European history American history
American history Problems of democracy,
CiviC3 social, economic,
political
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Comsalttoe Members
*Thoaaa Joa««, United states Bureau of Education,
xarthur Willi™ Dunn, United state* flScSu'rf^uSition
m a Washington. D.C.
»• A,. Aery, Hampton Institute, Haaoton, Va.
r*«iI2
n
n
Ba
S
n
;E?N SeS ?X !* r°da«°ey» Philadelphia, Pa.George 0. Boohtel, Principal, Northwestern High School,
P. L. Boyden, Principal, High Sohool,
D
^S?field.
iC
Maf1*L. C.Branson, University of Worth Carolina. Chapel Hill n. c.Henry R.Burch, est Philadelphia High School, Ph!iadiiph?a,
F. w. Carrier, Somerville High school, Somerville, Mass*™"
Jessfe 0. i>vans, William ienn High School for Girls,
Prank P» Goodwin, Woodward High rohoo, Cincinnati!! ihlo""""W
;
J. Hamilton, Superintendent of Schools, Two I Ivors. Wiao.Blanche c. Hasard, Cornell University, Ithaca, new York
s. B, Howe, Ht^hSchool, tfewsrk, Haw Jersey
Clarence D. Kingslcy, state High '.ohool Inspector, Boston,
J. Herbert Low, Manual Training High school, Brooklyn, N.VWilliam H, Mace, Syracuse University, Syracuse, Hew York
wllliam T. Siorrey, Buehwlek High School, Brooklyn, Hew YorkJohn Pettlbone, High School, New MiIford, Connecticut
Jjmea Harvey Robinson, Columbia University, Hew York City
William A. Wheatley, Superintendent of schools, Mlddletown
Connecticut
^Chairman
xSeeretary
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L'Oirj'. :ooomraondations
The committee submittod arrangements for teaching social
ioa in the junior high school. I chose what I considered
the one adopted by a majority of Junior high schools.
7th Grade :
Geography-^ year
Prominent Nations of the world* Holland.
" Mnce, Italy, China, Jupan, etc.
Pour great Nations of the world:
Britain, Germany, Russia, United States
History-^ year
European beginnings in America
Note. These two courses may be
taught in sequence or parallel
through the year
Civics—taught as a phase of the above, or
segregated in one or two periods a week,
or both
Democratic beginnings
8th Grade t
American History— i| year
Periods of American History
Civics--§ year
Colonial Governments
Representative Governments
Geography—taught incidentally to, and as a
factor in the above subjects
North and South imerica
9th Grade :
Civics— | year
Community aspeots
Civios—^ year
Economic and vocational aspects
Note. One year in sequence or
parallel
History—relation to above topics
local historical problems—Now England, etc.
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The course of study I have Juat presented, as formulated
by the committee, la almost Identioal with the course of study
used in the Springfield schools. One may safely aay that
Springfield secondary education is typical of the type exist-
ing in other secondary schools in the country. The courses
may vary slightly due to environmental conditions that necess-
itate a revision.
The committee recommends as appropriate to the last three
years of secondary school the following courses?
1st, year of high school ;
European History—1 year (or |- year)
Approximately to the end of the 17th century
Ancient and oriental civilization
English history to end of period mentioned
Period of American exploration
2nd, year of high school ;
American Hlstcry—1 year (or J year)
Since the end of the 17th century
3rd, year of high school
Problems of American Democracy—1 year (or -| year)
Social, economic, political
The committee has arranged the studios in such a manner
as to give the student a broad perspective of the historic,
geographic and civic aspect of civilization.
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Re£ort of the Committee on Physical Education
In this new civilization, one of the most important
problems of the high schools, and of the physical education
programs, is the securing and conserving of health. The im-
portance of this point was illustrated when the Committee on
the Cardinal Principles placed health as the most important
aim and objective of education*
Theoretically, educators believe that health is more
important that quantity of knowledge, but seldom do they
practise this belief. According to the committee, the
present arrangement for physical activity aan only be
looked upon as a measure of relief from the school desk.
Health has definite relation to the vigorous exercise of
all the muscles of the body, especially the big muscles of
the trunks and legs. Instruction should be furnished in
the form of exorcises and games that will utilize, to a
large extent, these muscles. Thus, methods of instruction
should be devised to allow for freedom and bodily move-
ment, even in academic work* Accordingly, the Committee
on the Reorganization of Secondary Bducation felt the need
for appointing a committee to suggest and recommend plans
to aid In the conversation of the student's health. The
following men were selected to act}
J. H. McCurdy, M. p., Director of Physical Education,
International Y.M.C. A. College, Springfield, Mass.Chairman
Thomas Balliet, Dean of the School of Pedagogy. New YorYUniversity, Hew York City Sy *
John Brown, Jr., M. D; national Y.M.C.A. Secretary
ur
*«*
-L^ 3* ^ Sducation, Canada, Toronto, OntarioWalter Y. Chapin, M. D.
, Medical Inspector, Springfield.
High Schools, Springfi Id, Mass. ^
George £« Dawson, Director of Psychological laboratory
Public Schools, Springfield, Mass., Hartford, CoAn.
A. Bt Aietzdorf, Director of Physical Education, Public
Schools, Springfield, Mass.
William Orr, Senior Education Secretary, International
Y.M.C.A. Committee, Hew York City
William Skarstrom, M. D. , Professor of Physical Education
Wollesley College, and Director of Practice
Teaching in Physical Education in Public
Schools, Wollesley, Mass.
William A. Stecher, Director of Physical Education,
Public Schools, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Becommendatlons of the Committee on Physical Educati
The committee compiled what they considered is the
ideal type of health program that should be practiced in
all secondary schools in the country.
The health needs of the high school pupil call for
the following health program:
I. Health lilxamination
1. Medical inspection
a. Detection of infectious diseases, physical
defects, unsanitary room conditions
b. Cooperation of physical instructor and
medical Inspector
2. Mental examination
a. Discovery of types of students, the sub-
normal or the supernormal
b. Well-balanced course for all types
c. explanation of grades of a student in
light of his physical activities
3. Physical examination
a. Examination of eyesight, hearing, height
and weight, bodily strength, lung capacity,
cardiac efficiency
b» Correlation of above with adolescent
maturity and scholarship
II. Healthful Environment in Home and School
1. Ideal home and school with proper lighting,
ventilation and sanitation
2. Correct arrangement of school schedule to
increase bodily movement and relieve nervous
tension
III. Instruction in Health Problems
1. Practical elements
a. Diet, care of teeth, sleep, exercise
2. General conditions related to health
a. Room temperature, ventilation, dust,
posture
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IV. Physical Activities
1. Equipment
a. Gymnasium, shower, dressing room. play-
ground J
2. Time allotment
a* IJygiene instruction once per week 15b. Passing to locker room and undressing
c. Exercises and games 45d. Shower, dressing, passing to class 15
Total minutes iffi
3. Types of exercise
a. Physiological
Exercise for big muscles, athletics, swim-
ming, team games
b. Character building
Boy Scouts, Campfire Girls
Games to develop courtesy, fair play, alert-
ness, promptness, etc.
V. School Credit
Courses in hygiene should receive equal credit
to other classroom subjects. Physical practice
should receive positive credit on the same basis
as laboratory courses.
The committee believes that a well balanced program
of activity under competent supervision should secure
physical, social, educational, and moral results.
A program of this type is being carried on in all
public high schools at the present ti;ie.
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Committee on Vocational Guidance
13T3 * —
•
In no other country in the world do so many boya and
girls receive a regular high school education of a gener-
al type of culture as i n the United States. American
democratic ideals demand not only that all individuals
should have as equal an opportunity in education but also
that men should be employed in that form of work by which
they may contribute most to their own happiness and common
good. Youths must be assisted in selecting occupations
and finding employment in that type of work that enriches
their life. Yet, we have less experience in vocational
guidance than we have had in education.
The Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Ed-
ucation states that vocational guidance is an essential and
Important function of secondary education. Unless plays for
such a guidance course are thoroughly incorporated and con-
tinuously operated, the efforts of the secondary schools
will be largely misdirected In behalf of the adolescent boys
and girls. For this reason, the commission appointed the
following authorities in the field to serve on the Committee
for Investigations
Prank M. Leavitt, Associate Superintendent of Schools,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Frederick Allen, Bureau of Vocational Guidance,
.
Harvard University, Cambridge.Mass.
John Brewer, Normal School, Los Angeles, California
Arthur Chamberlain, California State Director of Education,
San Francisco, California
Randall Condon, Superintendent of Schools, Cincinnati, Ohio
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Randall Condon, Superintendent of Schools, Cincinnati,
Jesse Davis, Principal of Central High gohool, Grand
10
n% v , „ Rapids, MichiganClurenoe Kingsley, State High School Inspector, Boston
Mcts sGeorge Payne, Principal of State Teachers College,
n-tt ... „ Louis, MissouriEl* oaver, Boys High School, Brooklyn, New YorkLouis Ventworth, Vocational Diroctor, High School of
Practical Arts, Boston, Mass.
The committee members in total agreed upon the idea that
the aim of this investigation should be to discover what has
been done in the past to aid individuals in a wise choice of
vocations and what could be done in the future to improve
upon the idea.
The purpose of this report is to outline a comprehensive
plan for vocational guidance as an integral part of secondary
education and to indicate the responsibility of secondary
schools for the vocational adjustment of all pupils of secon-
dary age, occupied either at or away from school. The com-
mittee is hopeful that this report will stimulate interest
and promote greater experimentation in the ffcld of vocation-
al guidance. The suggestions offered are not only for the
benefit of school administrators but for the daily teachers
who, in direct contact with the students, may counsel and
inspir* them.
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General Conclusions of the Committee
It is not the purpose of a vocational guidance program
to make decisions for students In advance as to what occupa-
tion they should follow nor to project them Into life's work
at the earliest possible moment. It is unwise to classify
them prematurely by any system of analysis, either psycholo-
gically, physiologically, socially or economically. Empha-
sis should be made on a decision by rather than for the pupil.
Vocational guidance should develop an interest in con-
ditions prevailing in child employment industries and help
bring about an improvement of those conditions. It should
utilize the co-operation of all social service agencies tnat
could be of assistance. For society, it should result in a
more democratic school system, a wiser eoonomy in expenditure
of school time and a more genuine culture.
The committee concludes, as a result of their investiga-
tion, that there are three major types of pupils that require
vocational guidance:
1* The first group includes those students v*io leave
school at the termination of the oorapulsory age
limit. This group needs instruction in occupa-
tional problems and some compulsory continuance
in school work before they take leave. In light
of the fact that they will still be wards of the. " - .? '»»--»--*- « »«1 UO UJ. VIIO
school system, they should continue to receive
benefits of training through part time attendance
at school.
2. The second group is made up of pupils who remain
in school from four to six years beyond the sixth
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grade, but who do not enter higher institutions. itincludes drop-outs and the majority of high school
gESS^ Th?™ 18 * necessity for [?I?£nce Tn
™ °f ^^lum, vocational information, and
all I
n raa
,?
y scho° 13
* occupational coursesre developed. Plans have been devised for bring-ing children Into contact with business men. These
Hi rSLJTl*** !nd Vooat i <>n Clubs and by systema-tic placement in temporary employment. She Employ-
S? sShES*?! 1* °f J 1* W* C. A. and Y. M. Ci
of%L° gr^ua?Lr
nt h6lP ln PlaCing
*a<*
^® t!3il' d Js composed of individuals who ex-Pf2 fc <> Pursue studies in higher institutions. Theyneed guidance in the choice of curriculum, of elec-tive courses within the curriculum chosen^ and ofhigher institutions to be attended. For this lastgroup, employment supervision and placement are
unnecessary but vocational Information is valuable.
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Special Reoommendatlona of the Committee
In brief summation, the committee recommends a reason-
able and comprehensive vocational guidance program:
** A survey of the world's work
Every curriculum should provide sufficient diver-
sity to give pupils as wide experience with vocational inter-
pretation as limitation of school and time conditions permit.
Special courses should be given to instruct in such phases of
the world t a WOrk as may be comprehended by the class. study
of occupations should be made to discover the interests of the
pupils
•
II. Studying and testing pupils t possibilities
Pupils widely differ in regard to capacities and
aptitudes. An adequate vocational guidance program will de-
velop the student to the point where he will appreciate and
evaluate his own capacities. Pupils may be tested by try-
out courses in high school, or more appropriately in the
Junior high school. Extra-curricular activities should be
utilized to discover aptitudes.
Ill
•
Guidance in choice and re-choice of curriculum
The choice in a vocation should be made early so
as to make some preparation before leaving school. An early
choice, however, should be only provisional. Encouragement
should be given a pupil to revise his choice when an Insight
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into the world's and a dlaooWy of oertalft oapacltlee
signify that he reohoose hi. vocation. The curriculum should
be organised to permit such a change with minimum of loss.
Early choices should be made between wide fields of activity
rather than narrowed down to a specific vocation. Gradually
the child will fix his attention upon one activity.
IV. Guidance with r*£°Z*r^
The secondary school should seek to give the broad-
est educational program consistent with valid demands of higher
type of education pupils pursue. For pupils with no choice, it
should offer variety of work in order to help them in the for-
mulation of an intelligent purpose.
V. O^ld^ncein enter^ work "Placement "
The purpose of this movement Is to bring the pupil
desiring work into contact with an employer seeking an employee.
Forethought should be given to requirements for obtaining the
position. If the character of the candidate is suitable, success
may be promised the youth.
VI. Guidance in employment
"Employment Supervision "
The vocational guidance program requires that all
Children under eighteen years of age, either employed In or
out of school, be under the supervision of education authori-
ties. To aid in progress, employers should send the school
reports and school officers should visit at frequent intervals.
VII. Progressive modification jc£ school practices
An effective vocational guidance program should lead
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the school to modify its practice*, from time to time, to
prevent it from concentrating on special courses for
vocations and alighting other necessary cultural courses.
VIII. Progressive modification of economic condition
A student should be taught to adjust himself
t6 his environment but he should be equipped to change It.
Toward this end, the vocational guidance program should
aim. Twenty years from now vocational life will be per-
meated with the spirit of co-operation. Because of this
fact, the child must acquire the spirit by training in the
classroom and the school community. if this spirit Is
developed to a great extent, many of the economic and social
problems of the day would be solved. it would lead to the
solution of community problems of economy and society on the
basia of mutual welfare.
Vocational guidance, in secondary achools today, in
the majority of cases, is given by the individual teachers.
In some schools, one teacher is appointed to act as the
vocational guide. The development of the Parent-Teacher
Associations has solved this problem of guidance to a marked
degree. Through this movement, the oo-ooeration of the parents
is enlisted.
Soooauary iCuoatloii
The Reviewing Committoo of tho Commission on the tte-
orgai-iisatlon of Secondary sducatlon attempted to state,
through Investigation, what it considered should coneti»
tute the Cardinal Principles in Secondary Education* what
fundamental principles would prove most helpful la direc-
tion of secondary education*
An analysis of the activities of an individual helped
the committee to formulate the main objectives to guide ed~
ucation in a democracy. Hormaiay the individual is a aen-
bar of a family, of a vocational group* of a civic group,
and is called upon to jfflgjyj in activities that II I III the
family life, render vocational services and promote commu-
nity Welfare* Thus, we see the worthy home membership, vo-
cation, and citizenship demanding attention as threo lending
objectives* Bvory individual nc;ds titao to cultivate person-
al and social Interests* If rightfully used, the result will
be on enlargement and enrichment of his life* Cf course, one
of the moot important objectives which runs through all the
other principles is health. The Individual could not dis-
charge duties of life successfully or benefit from his lei-
sure hours unless he is equipped with good health. This is
also necessary to the vitality of the race and the defense
of the nation* Various processes of writing, reading and
talking, the fundamental tools of life, are no ded in daily
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affairs. The realization of the objectives already named
are dependent upon the ethical character of the individual.
"They are at once the fruits of sterling
character and the channels through
which such character is developed and
made manifest."
Accordingly, the committee concluded that the follow-
ing seven principles should serve as the main objectives
and aims of education—The Seven Cardinal Principles :
1. Health
2. Worthy Home Membership
3. Command of Fundamental Processes
4. Vocation
5. Citizenship
6. Worthy Use of leisure Time
7. Ethical Character
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Hole of Secondary 3ducation in Achieving these
0t)3 ectlves —*
The secondary education program may readily carry
out these objectives by penetrating them into many sub-
jects in the curriculum. The following provisions may
be made by the secondary school:
I. Health
1. Health instruction to inculcate health habits2. Paysioal activities
3# Hygiene
4
* 5
00
?f2:
a
J
i0
.
a witn nome t0 safeguard and promotehealth interests
II. Command of Fundamental Processes
1. Proficiency increased. Dy application to new
mat erial
2. Parallelism of instruction and practice
III. Worthy Hoae Membership
1. Development of qualities to make the individual
a worthy home member
a. Social Studies—deal with the home as a funda-
mental social institution and
clarifies its relations to
wider interests outside
b. Literature—interprets and idealizes the
human element that makes a home
c. Music and Art—aids in the beautification of
the home and the creation of
greater joy within
d. Household Arts—a course for girls, to make
them better helpers, etc.
e. Special Boy's Course—to give them an intelli-
gent appreciation of the
value of a well run home
IY. Vocation
1. Development of the appreciation and the signifi-
cance of a vocation to a community
a. Establishment of right relations between mem-
bers of a chosen vocation, anong vocational
groups, between employer and employee
2. Specific preparation for trade or occupation
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V. Civic Mucation
1. Principles to be instilled in the student
5* ^ many sided interest in community affair
a
e' iZclftJ ^*^ °f civic righteousnesl#
inttilStioS
^6^8
°
f 80Clal a6encies «*
d. Good judgment as to the means and method,
of promoting one social end without de-feating others
G
*
takings
6
°
f eooperatioa la social under-
2. Means of developing these principles
a* Projects
h. Co-operative and socialized recitation
3. Contributory subjects
a. History—growth of institutions and their
present value
o* Geography—interdependence of man: commoa
dependence on nature
c. Civics—functions of governments, social
agencies
d » English—kindle social ideals and give in-
site into social conditions
VI
.
Worthy Use of Leisure Time
1. Ectuip individual wTtFability to derive fromleisure recreation of mind, body, spirit to
enrich personality
2, Contributory subjects
a, i&xsic. Art, Literature, Science
VII • Ethical Character
1. development of the sense of resr>onsibilitv andinitiative
2. Arousal of the spirit of service
3. Establishment of the principles of democracy
Bote. Spirit of eo-operation should
permeate the entire school
The c ommittee believes that these principles should be
interrelated in all possible ways. Health is important in
all principles, and in all stages of development. Citizen-
ship and worthy use of leisure time are important in early
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and later stages. To go a step further, it is only as the
pupil sees his vocation In relation to his citizenship and
his citizenship in relation to his vocation will he ho
well prepared to become an effective member in an indus-
trial democracy. The committee ardently protests against
the idea of divorcing vocation and social, civic education.
As for all the Cardinal Principles, they stand squareJy for
infusion.
The Cardinal, Principles are and will always serve as
the main objectives of education.
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Recognition of Objectives in Organizing a
The committee believes that the objectives should de-
termine the organization of the school. If the school is an
organization on subjects alone, there tends to be an over-
valuation on subject-matter. Thus, the teacher will regard
his function as merely that of leading the pupil to the
mastery of a particular subject, other than using the
subject-matter and the activities of the school as means
for realization of the objectives.
The committee suggested two methods by which the Card-
inal Principles may be realized in a well organized second-
ary school:
I. Principal's Council
J.. Purpose—selection of teachers who will be
charged with the responsibility to
study and discharge the activities
with reference to a specific objective
2. Members
a. Health Director—considerations for ventila-
tion and sanitation of the
building, physical training,
extra-curricular activities,
legions
b. Citizenship Director —foster civic-mindednessj
supervise school paper,
debates, etc.
c. Curriculum Director—study ne ds of specific
cations taught in the school;
learn of aspects in success
and failure of graduates to
improve school work
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II. Committees
Appointment of committees of teachers, each to
ii th^S*? WJ** similar to those describedn e Principal's Council. This committee has
It atfl??!!*' ?
Y0r the
£irst method diseased!
JJL£„ tH?f a XaFge aumb®r of teachers andthrough this work, they acquire a broad educa-tional point oil view.
To this committee, it is apparent that the problems
Of secondary eduaation merit more serious attention than
they have received. It is their firm belief that second-
ary is the United states should aim at nothing less than
oomplete and worthy living for all youths and that their
objectives set forth must find a place in the life of
every boy and girl. "While seeking to evoie the distinc-
tive excellencies of individuals and groups, secondary ed-
ucation must be equally zealous to develop those common
ideals and modes of thoughts, feelings, actions, whereby
America, through a rich, unified, common life, may render
her truest service to a world seeking for democracy among
men and nations."
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I&Bgg| 2L j&e Committee on 3c1«n** , h
goKooTa— - lg ^ second^
There is a widespread recognition of the need for re-
organizing science oour»ea 1* .„,,..... in secondary achoola. The var-iation of purpose, tor whlch .j,^ ape ^ ^o-se in intensive special!,^ within 7arlons
the great variety of science offered, « the lac* of ...
quence In the order In which =„ »m n they are frequently Riven are
evidences for , of
The oomlttee feels after reference to the "Cardinal
Principle." that eclence instruction is especial* vaulahl,
in the reaction of alx of thM>
hene worship, vocation, citizenship, worthy use of leieure
tine, and ethical character.
The following members served on this very important
committee:
^Brayrt0?' HiSh School, Medford Maaa
SfffcESSS' ?e^ne%
r
| Lli198'' *>*<
r v n„t Z' i ac " i*s College, New York m v0. K. carpenter, school of rrfe'tical SS^ Sonera college
John Coulter, Chicago. Illinois N9W r°Tk- K - y-
?: «: ^t;efoh^„x^Hiiheshcnoorlf 1??^°n ' Ma"'
?! I! HelldT'AfrfcunS'c^
.
1
'
Ka
k
la»«»"">. "oh.
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Blanche Higgenbctham, High School, Houston Texas
R. >«. Oeborne, Franoie Parker Sohool cm.7» n', " Torltj.
i,
George *^?C5^^^*SSRaX. Mae,
Mabel Peireon, Hl8h School, Paaadena, OaHf!
B. J-Hlvott, Northwestern High School, Detroit MichC. M. oharp, Manual Train'nr Bli* >winl ?S.i l «
Egypt*mWaWP**
feed uiSSl? °oJ°,
St
S
te University, Columbus, Ohioir a Ullrich, state Normal School Plattavm* w«—
H A * Pah r S Mochanlcal Arts High School, St. Paul. Minn. . Web,, George Peabody College for Teachers, SshviUe,'
2
#
?* S!Soott ' H°H3nrood High School, Los Angeles ^llf
r 2* wnt?*V stt° NorP'al school, Sim, w£i.'
Ca lf
*
t S* IHiJ*! Sca**>opough school, New Yorkr» Woodhull, Teachers College, New York, N.Y.
biologist^
COmmittee ***»«»• are physicists, chemists or
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«.. oolHto. t„U that th.ro „. four typ„ „f „eon_
Thuo. under
.„ch of th.oo typo., thoy „».
.el..t.a what
thoy oonolflor ». .pproprl.t. und.r th... dlf,.,onfc typo,
of high schoolsj
I. Junior-senior high schoolS SxW^o^^^
General Biology hygiene
Botany
11th and 12th grades °Dlfferon11 atart *i«~*«„. „
Chemistry ©loetive courses.
hysles
aonaral n©ofrr«nhy or physiography
Advanced biological scioncos 7
11
• J*J8* comprehensive four-year hi/*h sahoni
lit ?LTi?Ti *?1<mee * ^l^vfof°hygle„o2nd year—Biological science, inclusive of hy?leneGeneral Bfology nm«ne
Botany
"oology3rd year—Differentiated elective courses
Chemistry
Physios
General Geography or physiographydvanced btiLogieai sclenoes
III. Pour year high school of medium slse
I Same as preceding program)
IV
* f^jKJ?1^80*001 (nofc mo™ than 200 pupils)1st and 2nd years same as above3rd and 4th years
-Elective chemistry and physics
The committee concluded th t the sotto, "Not how much but
how mm* aholald Qmtrol the Aolo| of 8ubjw>t maUw ^ ^aiuy
rattier than quantity of knowledge should be sought.
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£»gO£t of the Committee on Mathematics
There are a variety of considerations that demand an
inquiry into the reorganizing and reconstituting of second-
ary mathematics. Traditionally, algebra and geometry have
been required for graduation. Is this advisable and necess-
ary? m tMs growing age of differentiation, it is evi-
dent that consideration should at least be given the re-
construction of customary mathematical courses. The
problem of method also needs consideration. Educators
are now studying the proper presentation of subject matter
in all school work. Should not this study extend to the
secondary mathematics?
The Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Ed-
ucation selected the following men to solve the problems
and answer the questions:
William Kilpatrick, professor education, Teachers College
Franklin Johnson, University High School, University of
i% H; PS?1!!?! Univera ity of Pennsylvania^Sni^.
11
?;.Raleigh Shorling Lincoln School, New York, N.Y?
°* st°ne, head of department of mathematics,
H
'
W11l9PS
» superintendent of schools, St. Louis, Mo.
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Recordations 2l the Committee on Mathagatlca
D«e to extensive investigation In the field of mathema-
tics in secondary schools, the committee concluded that cer-
tain methods of instruction be changed and issued suggestions
as to courses of mathematics to be presented.
Considerations of presentation demanded that the tradi-
tionary logical arrangement of subject matter, especially for
introductory work, should be avoided, it recommended an or-
ganization based upon the successful attack of projects a„d
problems in connection with which the pupils already have both
knowledge and potential interest.
According to the committee, there are four tynes or
groups of students, judged, perhaps, by their destination,
which necessitate four types of mathematical needs:
1. The "general readers"
2
* £5? 8roup V**P**toR for certain trades
2mL£??P hasmf;ela tively small use for practicalmathematics. The general run of need is for simile
loi^f * , 0f COura e# much practice will bo necea-
3
* ?
he
^f0up -DrePar *ns for engineering
*IL « «.
Sr?Up & oonsiderably more mathematics is needed
JS!.
00
K
tent
°f thQ b0dy of ^hematics to be taughtthese boys, preparing for engineering schools is de-termined by the demands of engineering s?Sdy and prai-
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4, The group of specializes
This group ia inclusive of those students whn »'t<i,-«
w« JSiJ?
8
'
,
Their COntent ls dete?m?ned £y thesatisfactions inherent in the activity and hi thtdemands of further study,
»*xvii. by e
Suggestions as to Courses
It seems to the committee that both the Junior high
achools and senior high schools should include a certain
amount of subject mutter, to be taught as comprehensively
aa possible in order to aid in progress of students in
mathematics. Thus, the committee makes the following
tentative suggestions:
Junior High School
1. Suggested subject matter
a. Review of previous arithmetic
b. A body of processes and conceptions, where thestudy is of social activities
Algebra or intuitive geometry to prove of
actual service in common life outside the
school,
c. Preliminary testing of mathematical taste and
aptitude
Note. The committee hopes that psycho-
logical tests may prove of mater-
* A •
ia
i a? si3fcance in this connection,a. Additional content, as win be necessary to
make effective the teaching of the foregoing.
Senior High School
1. Suggested subject matter
a. Elective work for specializers
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The committee feels thit not- nil *vna c aH secondary achoola
will try to make mi 0fferl06S of the ooura9s ,agg9>t9d>
It expects that work equivalent to that suggested by the
Committee for Junior High School will everywhere be offered.
It believes that the elective work for the e.nlor high
.chool
»ay bo restricted In mmll aohools wh„9 th> ^^
The committee In conclusion deprecatee the continued
disposition on the part of s on © college, to dictate the
contents of coureee L secondary schools. I believe, m
reading theae reports, that the majority of committee mem-
bera fee! exactly the same way. 3uoh a uaurpatlon of power
prevents the secondary school from making the most intelli-
gent adaptation of Its work to the need of the pupils.
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Reoommondut lona of the G otamUtee on Mathematics
In Practice
The following textbooks on mathematics include re-
commendations of this committee
j
Smith, Rolland
Barber, Harry
Smith and Smith
Rothrock, David
Whitacre, Martha
Schorl ing, Raleigh
Clark, John
Smith, Rolland
Sdgerton, Edward
Carpenter, Perry-
Wells, "obster
Hart, Walter
Stone & Virgil
Beginner's Geometry
Second Course in Algebra
Solid Geometry
Second Year Algebra
Modern School Mathematics
Complete Algebra
A. Second Course in
Algebra
The New Mathematics
This list is by no means exhaustive, it represents
acme of the books on mathematics taken recently at random
from the desk of a teacher of mathematics in Springfield,
Massachusetts,
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M£2£t of tho C^ittee^on Charac^ ^uootl^
Any person dealing with character aducation is at
one* confronted with complex and oerplexing problems.
For this reason this committee has been carrying on its
work for several years by sub-committees. The ccmmittae
was organized in this manner:
Eight sub-committees were formed, each to carry on
investigation on a separate problem. The problems for
investigation were:
1. Processes of Character Education
«5» oiassroom Procedure
3. Curriculum Materials
4. School Cummunity
5. Character 3cales and Measurements
6. Teacher Training
7. Delinquency forms, causes and prevention
The Reviewing Committee of the Commission on the Re-
organization of Secondary Education served as chairman
heads for each sub-committee.
The committee hopes that some day, character training
will become an integral part of the school program. it
has developed in extra-curricular activities and is grad-
ually becoming interrelated with all subjects in tho secon-
dary school program.
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ihve.tig.ti.n. th. Oonmltt
.. on Oharaotw Eau_
°
°
n
°°n0la<l8d th8t
"» '-tor in th. development
" P~1Uy U th* *«««— of other pereonelltl...
Th»., oharaot.r a.v.iopMnt l8 , ^ohln ef oomunity
and all the .mU1 lnatlt„tlon. and wbMm^^in this responsibility.
Briefly, I wlu .ut. a .nm„y of ld9a, wMch ^
subjects,
Th. Ml„ pro...... o, oharacter development Involv.
th. emerging and
.tr.ngth.nlng of th..e element, m th.
child.. volitional flQW< ThM< 9lsMntt in oharaoter ^
velopment pr.aent themeelve. fir.t In oonfu.lon and oh.o«r-
«y
.
M of thl. eonfu.lon
.merge. by selectlon ^
sratlon th. oharaot.r of th.
.hlld. Thl. developmental
proc... eontlno.. oy 6aaMl„. ^^ ^
•oclal and take, place m th. canity where th.
.duoand
live, and a.eool.t.. with hi. f,Uomi,n . Brlefly# th,
oharacter development of . child 1. an «pa„,i.n aad anrlch.MM of th. »r .merging Into new and wider form, of «w.-.
W. now pl.o. th. ohlld In eohool to oo..rv. ho. the
ta.tlt.tUn of eohool oan aid In th. development of the
oharaoter of th. ohlld. The ela.eroom
.hoold utllle.
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•very ooea.lon to d9Valop t(M ^^
thoughtfulneea and „MlKlate r98foMes ta agrMMnt^
»oral atandara.. „ ahould rooognlz„ ^
—nUetnl, aignif ioant. purposaful> aooUUy 7auiabu
and appear. Tha «u t0 ba^^^ ^
... the right XoT9 ^ 9x(lrelM u> ^ thfi^
school, these ende can be realized tvby the atudy of concrete
lMtanC8S
°
f 00naUOt ln «• -MM- own
.,p,ri.ne,e. In
high aohool, atudy ef probleM Qf mt ^^
6n9d t0 ln»"*>««°, to
„ th9 fonMMon rf ppln_
clale.. ,000raing t0 th6 oomilttaa> probiM fa
the beat B9thod of developing moral Judgment.
Correct curriculum material, are needed for aueo.saful
progre.alon of oharaoter d,v„l p«..nt in the aohool. The
octtt.. organ!,., curriculum material, into two typea,
x
- 2s: cx.^ .i4rlr„o!J:priannd:
S
* £w!ot!f ls,u8a of Incidental imoortanee
Us™a 80h001 3ubJ9et8 inolud. mo?a*
Illustration,
, arithmetic, literature
history
In junior high eohool. two aouro.a of moral enlighten-
ment or. found in the atudy of community cMc,
.here the
child experience, a fir.t hand atudy of community lift. and
'tudy of hiographiee. m aenlor high aehool. a oour.e in
ethio. illuetratea clearly how imnor.l aota nay injure ft.
divlduala, aoelety and lnatitutiom.
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The sohool community is the one important place where
the character of the student #orms and develops. High atan-
dards of conduct may become a tradition of the community
and grip every member. These traditions may find express-
ion in some form of pupil activity, student government, or
in some oases in the honor system as applied to the school.
Discipline is, of course, a necessary element in school pro-
cedure. However, it should not be carried to the point
where it may weaken the character of the child. Abundant
opportunity for freedom and exereies may be afforded with-
out repression. Opportunities are found in plays, debates,
contests, etc. m a high school in Los Angeles, elaborate'
Plans for clubs are developed in which administrative, phil-
anthropic and social activities are promoted. i0Wa has a
unique plan for character education. Its aim is practice for
good life, one ethical situation solved is worth more to a
child than numerous imaginary moral questiona. "Practice
good life rather than entertain thoughts about it." The
National Child Ware Association, New York, is sponsoring
an organization for character development in school. A
huge castle is drawn on the board. For every good moral act
a child commits, his name is written on one of the blocks of
the castle. The interesting part about this movement is that
it places the primary responsibility on the parents where it
belongs and the school supplies the leadership.
Character education would not be a successful movement
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unlc„ the MMl« wW9 prepare or at least acquaints
with the «.thoa a ana subject, contributing toward the develop.
mm of rich ch.raeter. There are certain aubject. with which
the teaoher ehmUd he acquainted a. they are excellent for
character formation. Biology provide, a method of studying
and interpreting life oroeessea. It help, the teaoher to
work out a philosophy of life. Huxley once .aid,
-That.ver
olee you do, keep that light burning, but remember that
biology ha. applied a new and powerful illumlnant." P.y.
ohology furniahss a eonoept of personality. Sociology and
Bthie. .quip the teaoher with knowledge of right and wrong
doing, and their effect, on .oolety. in consideration of
the method, of oharaoter education, three factore ar. involved,
the pupil*, the teaoher, the sublet. Two method, may be
»»ed in teaching
j
1. coeratie method—the teaoher aeeepts the answer
?Lth5 E?piJ at • express-ion of the learner and base,
the next question on the list
answer.
2, Catechetical method—control from the standpoint
of subjeot matter and the
centering of the student's
attention on one specific
subject
Th* HtWrtllfti aerabere go a step further to formulate
a valid study of the role of character in the education of
and the treatment of delinquency. 0, Stanley Hall says,
"Crism 1. « reaction against a constantly increasing tendency
89
"^^
'
hlSh8r The eoan.itte.
..y. that u u
. notation of a groupU leg.llsed tabMs by om ^ t>
procured to be . „,re or X6„ B1Mllll) nwib9r theMof<
The great proble* la why do people violate the., tabooe.
Svery huaan being poee.aee, native trait, „,,„
are contrary to the ^Xfare of
.oolety to achieve what
soelet, believe* a. the abundant J,#o for the great.et nu«-
her. Hence, the e*p.,Mton of the„ „aM„ ^
be checked. These checta are » crlninal codec. Th9
ooclal conduct of a P.rson ls . balane. betB„n ^
olon of hla deelre. and the repre.alon of .oolety. There
are now three types of people;
sive f„- or «J i5i5Iffi^^J5LS3:iw)
2. Social where the two forces are equal.
(Socially-neutral)
3
*
rul«r?Hf
lal Wher
f the *Wa»l»e force over-les the expressive forca. (SociaUy^oJitive)
Certain factors of social and self control enfeeble this
negative equilibrium, if delinquency is the uniform con-
sequences of different antecedents, then the terms delin-
quency and crime are generic, and become comparable to
sickness and disease. The terms are wide and apply to a
large group of different entities. Thus, the treatment
of delinquency would be the same as the prevention of dis-
ease, the isolation of types, patterns, symptons, complexes.
Delinquency cannot be treated in bloc.
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She direct moral Infraction, Inclined in the real-
ization of all objeotivee of character education, must
utiliae the home, the sehool, the church, the state, the
vocations, and the general social life, jf all theeft
inetitutlone put forth all their energy in aiding in the
formation of the character of the child, I am CUro that
thia laet report on delinquency could have been entirely
omitted*
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in Des mm* *m large ****** ore divided into
four parte. The school has an enrolment of fifteen
hundred students. Consequently, every boy andM
is able to have a *** minute period of health and
Paysioal education. Adequate indoor facilities are
found in axffalo. Detroit.
,icMta. Redwood city.
Los Angeles and many other places. 1
5. The climas in the progress of physical education
in the schools was the growth, in number, of physical
oducation teachers. In 1928. twenty-thousand teacher,
were employed as health promoters m.the schools, aest
Virginia, in a period of five years, showed an increase
of four hundred percent in the number of full time tea*
ehere of physical education. In Ohio, three hundred
aew full time teachers were created for the first tine.
In Massachusetts, an iner-.oe in the teaching staff from
two hundred and one special teachers in 1922 to four hun-
dred and ninety special teachers in 1927 was marked.
From 1927 to 1932, physical education held an important
place in the fcaesachusetts schools, ffhen unfortunate
financial conditions hit the country, although physical
education loot none of its prestige as an important sub-
ject in the curriculum, the number of physical education
instructors was decreased. The conditions now are the suae.
1—Journal of S. 3. a. May 1928
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™3 QeGUm 49 ******* m presenting concrete evi-dence that *, »ork of the co^tteea covered in the thesis
19 ******** t« #» Educational pro-am of the country.
The National Education Association Cobalttee, in pro-
claiming the seven Cardie Principles, in 1918. arouse
mmmmm and interest in every school teacher to realise
.
in his Weld, the seven Cardinal Principles. In naming
these seven objectives of education, the coasittee save
first rank to UmOth. The means in schools for promoting
this objective is by the adoption of a well rounded program
in hmXth »»* ******** education, play, recreation, sports,
and the provision of adequate space and facilities.
Sft the ton years following the proclamation of the
oeven objectives of education, considerable progress was
®ade in the schools to promote the health of the student.
3?o illustrate advancement in this field, an evaluation of
progress say be shown by analysing the progressive steps in
this field*
1. The first and taost important step was the universal
recognition, by legislature, of physical education programs.
Thirty-five stateo adopted eorapuleory physical education
laws, twenty-nine stct .e adopted etate programs with state
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WU«bi, aai ninet98a otutea oatabliah^ a ,tat, ^ -^
BUdgCt. ~
2. The second important step was the retirement of
P&jrsical education for promotion and Nation. Meet of
the states and cities In the country allow credit value
for a physical education course In the high school. Three
states accredited unit value for a course In physical edu-
cation for admission to universities, *
3. in amy fefgt cities in the nation, to avoid con-
flicts in mm**»*4 mmm* etc. between physical educa.
tion and othor currlcular subjects, physical vacation is
catered fir t in the students program, given it 8 fall time,
and the other subjects distributed accordingly. 1
4. Growth in si20 and number of playgrounds, athletic
fields, gymnasiums, swimiag pools, and outdoor facilities
has been extensive, No Junior or senior high school, with
an enrollment of four hundred students or more, has been
erected in the last fifteen years without a gyanaslum or
an athletic field. In Des Koines, Iowa, the elementary
school is equipped with a special gymnasium and large play,
ground facilities. In Providence, Rhode Island, the new
elementary schools in the process of construction are to
be equipped with two gymnasiums. In the junior high school
1—Journal of the H, 5. A. January 152
9
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Classes in healtli Instruction bacaae compulsory in
oany schools in various parts of the country, in mi
Hiver, teass,, a compulsory course in health training is
found in ths high schools. The class Beets once a week,
with an enrollment of about four hundred students. The
alas of such instruction is to instill in the student
a desire for clean health habits. At the start of the
course, in 1933, tho students rated themselves in health
habits. Most of tho boys sad girls averaged Between forty
and sixty percent. At tho end of the course, they aver-
aged between ninety to on© hundred percent for the appli-
cation of good health habits. At the outset of one of
the courses, forty percent of the applicants were under-
weight. This percentage was reduced to twenty-five per-
cent at the finale of the course. Kecords of the stu-
dent's health is kept. This system is not only an in-
centive to better living but motivates all other studies, *
She seven Cardinal Principles are being Justified in
the Granite District, Utah, aiucational progress in this
district show that these seven objectives of education can
be made a reality in the lives of school boys and girls.
This plan illustrates how these objectives may be realized
in other school districts throughout the country.
1—Journal of H. 3. A, June 1930
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The plan for carrying out the aiae of education i.
organized in the following aarmerr
** te?^th/Sif ^ 18 5*i of m students be-*S9«i w*e ages of twelve and <h
or out of school, oiffhteen, either in
oaw^oHiL^
3# S S83 8?ry regular teachers for the
gress in these projects was created.
4# LBS**?' and teachers are Minimmtaring the mamfm to visit the "!il«a 221?**aoet in groups with the U%^4*l3K£ *aid in the provision of leisure time activities?
5# SI2££S^SS bGH?9f? sohooi . and community
^piis •*? tt3^eu as part of their
! ^5S?«i t0 Participate in worthyTXTganlzations, such as Boy Scouts, Girl scouts, bands.
For the students in the Granite District, Utah, education
is life, i
At the present time, the National Education Associa-
tion is issuing pamphlets on the seven objectives of educa-
tion to be ordered by parents, fhie enriched plan of
education adopted by the national
.Education Association and
the Hatiaial Congress of Parents and Teachers helps to make
possible America's ideal of a fair start in life for every
youth. 2
1—Journal of H. I* a.2—Journal of IU M* A*
Hoveaber 1929
inarch 1S34
^Throughout the first part of the ft**** it io evi-d«t that each committee, in its own field. *******
considerable by criticism and recordation to aid in
the contribution of that field of «** to th, fleoondary
Program of the country. ** oomittee. individually.
haQ heipod ^MumX progress in its special field,
and, totally, have established certain ideals and prin-
ciples by which future education may be guided in this
nation.
Sow have these committer nourished the educational
system of our country? tfhat ideas and ideals have th^
set forth, in sum. that created a new atmosphere for edu-
cation? Education can be compared to a tree, the trunlc
of which is life, through which flows its nourishment,
the sap of toowiedge, into ita seven branches, the Car*
$StM&$*> ^swey»a theory, education is life, is
the seed of the tree. 5?he ilatiwaal ^ucation Association
and its committees are the cultivators, therefore, one
observes in reading through theoe reports that all of the
committees set a distant goal toward which they strove
willingly and untiringly. This goal was the realization
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of what the committee of 1918 set forth as the main *»
Jectives of education in the United States, the seven
Cardinal Prineiplog *
Health
£2et!5V* ^^tal Principlesraftff Beat Memo orship
Vocation
worthy Use of Leisure Time
Citlas^nehlp
;tiiieal Character.
All of these committees have attested to establish
and integrate into the entire educational system 2W0j»s
theory, that Education is life and not Preparation for
Ut*.
-ach distinct division of education, the elementary,
the secondary, with its Junior and senior departments,
and the higher units should not serve as stejvins stones
but as a revolution of continuity. Thus, higher education
•fcould intensify and expand the culture of the secondary
school, while the secondary school should enlarge the lib-
oral training given in the elementary school. At this
point, it is necessary to mention the statement made by
several of the committees, that the program of a secon-
dary school should not be determined by the college. The
higher institutions must not be allowed to hypnotise the
the secondary units into selecting those subjects which
they believe should be taught as a method of relieving
any problem that may arias as to entrur.ee requirements
from a high school into a higher institution. The secon-
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and
re-
*ary school should adapt the subject to the pupil
not the pupil to the subject matter. It should
cognise individual capacities and aptitudes and fur-
nish that type of guidance that win cultivate the
child into a worthy member of society.
It is obvious that every individual's life i8
not composed of a series of distinct epochs, but sue
cessive interrelated and interlaced activities.
Svery committee contains this trend of thought. Each
forcefully emphasizes and stresses the importance of
relating each subject in the curriculum to every other
subject therein. To illustrate this point, let us ex-
amine the relation of arithmetic to history, it would
be impossible for anyone to account for the progress
of civilization, as to the increase and decrease in
population, the development of modes of transportation
and of industry, etc., without mathematical computa-
tion. The committees stress the importance of inter-
relation within a subject. In studying the discovery
of America, it is necessary to have a previous knowledge
of conditions in Europe during t at period. Through
this method, the ehild gains a broader perspective of
life, a more sympathetic attitude toward his f ellowaien,
which leads to the development of a rich and expansive
personality. A nation wide interest has been aroused by
the committees, saoa Teo,ly&a %h0 cooper&ticn m
opinions of many educators throughout the country.
2he Idea of bettor preparation of touchers for
secondary schools has been built up tremendously.
***** ******* institutions are acre highly devel-
oped. The ti.ue is neu* whore every h^h school tea-
cher will be retired to have at least two degrees, and
the added ability to show her ingenuity i» handling her
subject matter, not as m entity, but as a relative to
all other subjects in the high school curriculum.
The student feu been lifted to a position where he
becomes of prime importance in the determination of sub-
ject matter ana method of instruction.
Wo fought an international revolution to make us
an independent nation. «e fought a civil revolution to
make ua a united nation. Why must we not fight a men-
tal revolution to make us mi educated nation? Those
mental revolutions are the result, in part, of exten-
sive study on the part of the Committees of the national
mmmm Association. It is the duty of the educators
of the time to accept, with limitations, the recommenda-
tions of theae authorities.
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